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Abstract: Scientific documents contain a large number of mathematical expressions and texts 
containing mathematical semantics. Simply using mathematical expressions or text to retrieve 
scientific documents can hardly meet retrieval needs. The real difficulty in retrieving scientific 
documents is to effectively integrate mathematical expressions and related textual features. Therefore, 
this study proposes a multi-attribute scientific documents retrieval and ranking model based on GBDT 
(gradient boosting decision tree) and LR (logistic regression) by integrating the expressions and text 
contained in scientific documents. First, the similarities of the five attributes are calculated, including 
mathematical expression symbols, mathematical expression sub-forms, mathematical expression 
context, scientific document keywords and the frequency of mathematical expressions. Next, the 
GBDT model is used to discretize and reorganize the five attributes. Finally, the reorganized features 
are input into the LR model, and the final retrieval and ranking results of scientific documents are 
obtained. The experiment in this study was carried out on the NTCIR dataset. The average value of the 
final MAP@20 of the scientific document recall was 81.92%. The average value of the scientific 
document ranking nDCG@20 was 86.05%. 

Keywords: scientific document retrieval and ranking; mathematical expression; multi-attribute feature; 
hesitation fuzzy sets; GBDT; LR 
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1. Introduction  

Most existing search engines support text retrieval, but still have problems retrieving 
mathematical expressions, especially expressions without natural language annotations. While 
traditional search engines are losing their roles in this respect, recent research on mathematical 
expression retrieval has achieved relatively rich results [1−5]. 

Focusing on mathematical expressions in LaTeX format, Zhong et al. [6] proposed a mathematical 
formula retrieval algorithm based on Operator Tree. By matching multiple disjoint common subtrees 
with the same structure, the maximum number of sub-formulas is matched, which improves the 
efficiency of formula matching. Although the maximum number of matching sub-forms can improve 
retrieval accuracy, most sub-forms are more complicated. Therefore, the response time of real-time 
retrieval is approximately 20 s, which cannot meet the needs of real-time mathematical formula 
retrieval. To achieve faster sub-formulas retrieval, the team also proposed a strategy based on an 
inverted index and dynamic pruning [7], which improves the time efficiency of retrieval while ensuring 
that the retrieval results are still valid. 

Focusing on mathematical expressions in MathML format, Schubotz et al. [8] proposed the 
VMEXT system, which can realize a visual tree of expressions in MathML format. It can also realize 
human-computer interaction, which is convenient for users to quickly find and improve the expression 
tree. In addition, similar or identical elements of two expressions can be visualized to calculate the 
similarity of expressions. 

Focusing on mathematical expression images, Davila et al. [9] proposed a mathematical formula 
matching system. The system is mainly aimed at matching handwritten formulas on the teaching 
whiteboard with the formulas in course notes. First, the entire image was preprocessed, including 
formula search and structure correction. Then, the largest match in each image was identified by the 
symbolic consistent spatial alignment and similar relative sizes. Finally, each mathematical formula 
was divided into multiple symbol pairs. Symbol pairs are two symbols in a formula that are the nearest 
geometric neighbor of each other, which indicates the logical relations between them. The angle of a 
symbol pair is the angle between the line connecting the centers of the symbols and a horizontal line, 
which is helpful for judging the relationship between the two symbols. The images were sorted by the 
angle of the symbol pair. 

With the development of deep learning, text embedding methods are widely used in natural 
language processing. Gao et al. [10] tried to apply the same method to formula embedding. They 
applied neural networks to mathematical information retrieval and proposed the “symbol2vec” model. 
This model was used to learn the vector representation of mathematical symbols and perform similarity 
calculations. Similarly, the NTFEM model [11] used an N-ary tree to convert the mathematical formula 
into a linear sequence. The word embedding model is used to embed the formula, and a weighted 
average embedding vector is obtained by using a weighting function. In mathematical formula retrieval, 
the BERT (bidirectional encoder representations from transformer)-based embedding model [12] is 
proposed to introduce more semantic information when the formula is embedded. The model uses the 
LaTeX format as the input and the BERT model is used to encode the formula. The index is built 
according to the embedded formula vector, formula id and post id from which the formula originates, 
and finally, the cosine similarity is used to obtain the final ranking of the formula. 

In terms of fusion retrieval and ranking of mathematical expressions and scientific documents, 
Pathak et al. [13−15] committed to fusing expressions and related texts for retrieval. First, they 
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proposed the MathIR system composed of three modules: “TS”, “MS” and “TMS”. This made 
scientific documents retrieval a similarity calculation of expression and text fusion rather than a simple 
expression search. Next, the “context-formula” pair was extracted, and the context of the formula was 
merged for retrieval. Finally, the modules of the system were optimized, and the formula retrieval was 
effectively integrated with the retrieval module for the text. Similarly, Schubotz et al. [16] regarded 
formulas and natural text as a single information source. The description of mathematical formula 
symbols was extracted from the surrounding text of the formula. These mathematical symbol 
descriptions were used to represent the definition of mathematical symbols. The namespace was 
formed as an internal data structure for mathematical information retrieval. This method can eliminate 
the ambiguity of mathematical symbols and better meet the retrieval needs of users. While retrieving 
mathematical expressions, Wang et al. [17] integrated other attributes to rank scientific documents, 
such as document category, types of journals to which scientific documents belong, and document 
citations. The sorting results were optimized by fusing these attributes of scientific documents. To 
better integrate mathematical expressions and text in scientific document retrieval, a weight parameter 
was proposed [18]. Based on formula similarity and text similarity, the proportion of text and 
mathematical expressions is manually adjusted. 

In conclusion, current scientific document retrieval and ranking methods could be roughly divided 
into two types, the first type recalls by mathematical expression similarity and sorts by text similarity 
or recalls by text similarity and sorts by expression similarity. Regardless of what kind of similarity is 
used for the final sorting, it will weaken the similarity of another part. The second type manually 
adjusts the weight to fuse expression similarity and text similarity, but this method is difficult for users 
with less experience to control the specific values of the parameters. To solve the above problem, this 
study proposes a multi-attribute retrieval and ranking model of scientific documents that combines 
mathematical expressions and related texts. This model is an improvement of the second type, and can 
eliminate the need to manually adjust the weights of expressions and texts. 

The similarity of five attributes is calculated: mathematical expression symbols (MESY), 
mathematical expression sub-forms (MESF), mathematical expression context (MECT), scientific 
document keywords (SDKY) and the frequency of mathematical expressions in scientific documents 
(FOME). A gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) and logistic regression (LR) are used for feature 
reorganization and calculation to obtain the final search results, which improves the rationality of the 
retrieval. 

2. Overview 

Figure 1 shows a flow chart of the scientific documents retrieval and ranking system (solid lines 
denote online query flows and dotted lines denote offline index flows). The whole process consists of 
four parts: query preprocessing, scientific document preprocessing, multi-attribute similarity measure 
and scientific document retrieval and ranking. 

The query preprocess module is used to process the input query. The query is a combination of 
mathematical expressions and text, which need to be split. The scientific document preprocessing 
module is used to extract mathematical expressions and related text, preliminarily decompose 
mathematical expression symbols and calculate the weights of related text. Then, the module interacts 
with the database module to store and index the information corresponding to the scientific documents 
to facilitate subsequent similarity calculations. The multi-attribute similarity measure module 
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calculates the similarity of the five attributes of scientific documents. According to the different 
characteristics of each attribute, different similarity calculation algorithms are set up. The module 
interacts with the database module to store the calculated similarity. The scientific document retrieval 
and ranking module combines the similarity of the multiple attributes of scientific documents to fuse 
and calculate the attributes. Finally, the similarity between the scientific documents and the input query 
is obtained, and the scientific documents are ranked according to the similarity. 

 

Figure 1. Flow chart of the scientific documents retrieval and ranking system. 

3. Multi-attribute similarity calculation of scientific documents 

3.1. Similarity calculation of mathematical expression symbols (MESY) 

For the retrieval of mathematical expressions, there will be problems when inputting query 
expressions, such as inaccurate input and incorrect input of mathematical symbols. It is necessary to 
retrieve each mathematical symbol one by one to improve the fault-tolerant performance of the system. 

Definition 1 QME   is the query expression, D ME( 1,2,..., )tME t T   is the mathematical expression 

dataset from the scientific documents, and M ET  is the number of mathematical expressions in the dataset. 
First, FDS [19] is used to normalize the mathematical expressions in various formats into a unified 

form by decomposing them into multiple mathematical symbols with the corresponding five attribute 
values called level, flag, count, ratio, and operator. 

The “level” attribute represents the level of a mathematical symbol, based on its position relative 

to the horizontal baseline. For example, in the mathematical expression 
2b

a , the level values of W

W, a, b 
and 2 are 0, 1, 1 and 2, respectively. “Flag” represents the spatial flag bit of a symbol. Table 1 shows 
the value of the flag taking x as an example. “Count” refers to the sequential position of a symbol in 
the mathematical expression. “Ratio” refers to the frequency of the operator in the mathematical 
expression. “Operator” refers to whether a mathematical symbol is an operator. If a symbol is an 
operator, it is marked as 1; otherwise, it is marked as 0.  
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Table 1. Examples of flag value. 

Meaning of 
flag 

Right Above Superscript Subscript Below Contains
Left-
superscript 

Left-
subscript

Example 2x  2

x  
2 x   2x 

2

x
 x  2x  2x  

Value of the 
flag of x 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

In this way, the mathematical expression is converted into a list, which is convenient for 
subsequent retrieval of expression symbols. Table 2 shows the membership functions of the five 
attributes [20]. According to the distribution of values in each attribute by symbols in the data set, the 
balance factors in the function is determined by using curve fitting. The values of each balance factor 
are as follows.  0.1 ,  0.2 ,  0.9  ,  0.2 . 

Table 2. Description of the five attribute membership functions. 

Attribute Membership function Function description 

level levM ( ) D Qlevel level

D QT ,T e
   

Dlevel  and Qlevel  respectively represent the 

level of two terms.   is the balance factor 

flag    fla ,M ( ) ,D Q o D QT ,T f flag  
 ,D Qflag  refers to the spatial position 

relationship of the same term，if Dflag  =

Qfla g ，then flaM ( ) 1D QT ,T  , otherwise it is 0. 

count cou D Q

D Q

1
M ( )

1
T ,T

count count





 
  、  are balance factors 

ratio 
D Q 2( )

rat D QM ( )
rat rat

T ,T e 



  

  is the balance factor 

operator  opeM ( ) ( , )D Q o DT ,T s operator  

Doperator refers to whether the current term is 

an operator，If it is an operator, the value of  

opeM ( )D QT ,T  is 1, otherwise the value is 0.5 

Table 3. Membership values of the five attributes in “ x x ” and “ 2x y ”. 

Term level levM  flag flaM  count couM  ratio ratM  operator opeM

x  (0,0) 1 (0,0) 1 (1,1) 1 (0.25,0.25) 1 (0,0) 0.5 
  (0,0) 1 (0,0) 1 (2,3) 0.8333 (0.25,0.25) 1 (1,1) 1 
x  (1,0) 0.9048 (5,0) 0 (4,1) 0.6503 (0.5,0.25) 0.2096 (0,0) 0.5 

After the membership calculation is completed, each symbol corresponds to a five-tuple 

membership degree vector, denoted by symlist . The structure of 
symlist  is shown in Eq (1). 

 sym lev_ fla_ cou_ rat_ ope_,ex_term ex_term ex_term ex_term ex_termlist M M M M M ， ， ，                 (1) 

where the term refers to the current mathematical symbol and ex refers to the expression id 
corresponding to the current mathematical symbol. 

Take QME = “ x x ” and DtME  = “
2x y ” as examples. The three mathematical symbols 
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that are the same in the two expressions are “ x ”, “ ” and “ x ”. Table 3 shows the attribute values 
and membership degrees after the decomposition of the three symbols. 

Next, hesitant fuzzy sets [21−23] are used to calculate the membership degree of each mathematical 
symbol. Hesitant fuzzy sets have advantages in dealing with multi-attribute decision-making problems. 
The formula for calculating the similarity of expressions using hesitant fuzzy sets is shown in Eq (2). 

Finally, the normalization calculation of the mathematical symbols is performed to obtain the 
similarity of the expressions. The specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1 Similarity calculation algorithm of mathematical expressions based on mathematical symbols 
INPUT：

QME , D ME( 1, 2,..., )tME t T  

OUTPUT： SymbolSim   

1 Q QFDS( )term ME  

2  D DFDS tterm ME  

3 Update '
Dlist  // sym_vectrem  calculation of the five attributes of the same term in Dterm  and 

Qterm , 

sym_vectrem  is updated in the 
'

Dlist together with the id and term in the Dterm. 

4 MEfor   in  (1, ):id  T  

5 
1 Qfor    in  :term term  

6 
D_ 1.exists( )idvar list term  

7 if   TRUEvar  : 

8 2 1
sym_vec 2

D _ .add[ ( ) ]
5id

term
list MAX   //If the same term exists in the Dlist , take the one with 

the greatest similarity
9 2 1

sym_vec' 2
D _ .delete[ ( ) ]

5id

term
list MAX   //Delete the corresponding item in the '

Dlist  

10 else： 

11 D_ . (0,0,0,0,0)idlist add  //If it does not exist, add (0,0,0,0,0). 

12 Symbol D QSIM( , )Sim list list  

13 END 

Definition 2 Dlist  refers to a normalized list of mathematical symbols. Dlist  includes id, term, 
and five attribute membership values sym _vectrem . Qlist  refers to the Dlist  formed by calculating the 
membership degree with QME   itself, and the five-attribute membership degree of mathematical 

symbols in Qlist  is (1,1,1,1,1). 

Definition 3 The formula [20] for calculating SymbolSim  in Algorithm 1 is shown in Eq (2). 

1/

D Q D Q
1RE

1 1
SIM( ) 1

5

REN

j

list ,list M M
N






       
   
                        (2) 

where DM   and 
QM   are the five-tuple vector values with the same term in Dlist   and Qlist  

respectively; REN  is the number of mathematical symbols of QME  after FDS decomposition; 0  . 

When  = 1, the formula degenerates to the standard Hamming distance. When   = 2, the formula 
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degenerates to the standard euclidean distance. In this study,   = 2. 
Take the two mathematical expressions in Table 3 as an example, we suppose that x x  is query 

and 2x y  is the mathematical expression with id = 1 in the data set. Algorithm 1 is used to calculate 
the similarity of these two expressions. The result of the first update of '

Dlist  is {[1, x , (1,1,1,1,0.5)], 
[1, +, (1,1,0.8333,1,1)], [1, x , (0.9048,0,0.6503,0.2096,0.5)]}. Next, the Dlist  is updated in the order 
of terms in the query, and the result is {[1, x , (1,1,1,1,0.5)], [1, +, (1,1,0.8333,1,1)], [1, , (0,0,0,0,0)], 
[1, x  , (0.9048,0,0.6503,0.2096,0.5)]}. Finally, formula (2) is used for similarity calculation and 

RE 4N  , DM  = [(1, 1, 1, 1, 0.5), (1, 1, 0.8333, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0.9048, 0, 0.6503, 0.2096, 0.5)], 
QM = [(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)].The final calculated SIM = 0.1425. 

3.2. Mathematical expression sub-form similarity calculation (MESF) 

Table 4. Three attribute descriptions and membership functions of QME  as a sub-form. 

Attribute  Attribute description Membership function 

length The length of DME t  Q
len Q D

D

DM (ME ,ME )t
t

length

length
  

level The level of MEQ
 relative to DME t  

lev Q DDM (ME ,ME ) Qlevel

t e    

flag The flag of MEQ
 relative to DME t    fla Q DDM (ME ,ME ) ,t o Qf flag  

The mathematical expression sub-form similarity calculation refers to the retrieval of QME  as a 
whole object. QME  is equivalent to a part of D ME( 1, 2,..., )tME t T . The degree of membership of QME  
to the three attribute values of D tME  is calculated. The three attributes are length, level and flag. 
“Length” refers to the ratio of the length of the sub-formula to the length of the expression. The 
meaning of level and flag are the same as 2.1. Table 4 shows the membership functions corresponding 
to the three attributes [16]. 

Algorithm 2 Similarity calculation algorithm based on mathematical expression as sub-form 

INPUT: 
QME , D ME( 1, 2,..., )tME t T  

OUTPUT： SubSim  

1 MA Dt Q.Replace( ,"#")tME ME ME     // Use # to replace the same string as MEQ
 

2 Num= MAtME .Count(＂＃＂) 

3 FDS( )MAt MAtT ME  

4 for        :ma MAtterm in T  

5 if   "#" :materm   

6  . , ,MAt len lev flalist add DM DM DM
 

7 

1

1

1 1
1

3

Num

ma Q MAt
j

sim list list
Num





       
   
 

8 ( , ). ( . , )MA sim MAt malist id E add T id sim //add the mathematical expression id and similarity to MAlist in turn 

9 sub .sort()MASim list     // sort () using the Built-in function in python 

10 RETURN SubSim  

11 END 
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A mathematical expression may contain multiple identical sub-expressions. After the membership of 
each attribute is calculated, the hesitant fuzzy set is used to calculate the similarity. It is the final similarity 
of the sub-form of QME  as D ME( 1,2,..., )tME t T . The specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. 

Definition 4 , ,l e n l e v f l aD M D M D M   represent the membership value of the three attributes 

length, level, and flag, respectively. 

3.3. Contextual text similarity calculation of mathematical expressions (MECT) 

BERT (bidirectional encoder representations from transformer) [22−24] is a pre-training language 
model that uses unsupervised data for pre-training and fine-tuning on the task corpus, and has excellent 
performance on tasks for understanding natural language. There are two tasks in the model pre-training 
phase: masked language mode and next sentence prediction. The joint training of these two tasks makes 
the word vector obtained by training more accurate and comprehensive. It can solve the polysemy 
problem that cannot be solved in word2vec. 

This study uses mathematical expression contextual text to fine-tune BERT to achieve the 
similarity calculation of the contextual text. The specific algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. 

Algorithm 3 Contextual text similarity calculation algorithm 

INPUT: QSE , D S E( 1, 2 , ..., )tS E t T // QSE  is the query text. SET  is the number of keywords in sentence
OUTPUT： CTSim  

1 E Q=Encode( )V SE        // Sentence embedding to 
QSE   

2 Q Qjieba( )WOR SE     // The jieba tool (an open word segmentation tool) in python is used to segment

QSE   

3 Qfor    in  :rWOR WOR  

4 location ( )rnumber WOR       // Target each keyword 

5 w summed_layers[ ]V number         // Find word vectors in EV  

6 w DMAX(cosine_similarity( , ))tsimil simil V SE   

7 CT Q/len( )Sim simil WOR  

8 RETURN CTSim  

9 END 

3.4. Similarity calculation of other attributes of scientific documents 

3.4.1. Similarity calculation of scientific document keywords (SDKY) 

The Jaccard coefficient is used to calculate the similarity of two sets ( , )A BG G . It is expressed as 
the ratio of the intersection and union of the two sets, and can effectively calculate the degree of overlap 
between the two sets to obtain the similarity of the sets. Its definition is shown in Eq (3). 

Jaccard( , ) A B A B
A B

A B A B A B

G G G G
G G

G G G G G G

 
 

   
                      (3) 

Each scientific document often contains a specific topic. The keywords of the documents are 
extracted, and similarity matching with the query words can improve the accuracy of the search results. 
The contents of the scientific document are divided into words. By calculating the weight of the words, 
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the 5 words with the highest weights are selected as the keywords of the scientific document. The 
weight calculation method is shown in Eq (4). 

, lg
1

i,wor
i wor N K

wor
n,k

n=0 k=0

p N
W

m
p

 
                                  (4) 

where ,iworW  refers to the weight of the keyword wor in scientific document i, ,i worp  refers to the total 

number of times wor appears in i. N refers to the total number of scientific documents. k refers to the 
number of keywords in the current scientific document. worm  refers to the number of documents 
containing wor. 

Since the difference in text length will affect the calculated keyword similarity, this study 
improves the Jaccard coefficient and adds the length difference part. The calculation of similarity is 
shown in Eq (5). 

Q DT

Wor Q DT

Q DT Q DT Q DT

Jaccard( , )
len( ) - len( )

SE WE
Sim SE WE

SE WE SE WE SE WE


 

   
        (5) 

where DTWE  refers to the keyword collection of scientific documents, and   is the balance factor. 

3.4.2. The frequency of mathematical expressions in scientific documents (FOME) 

When retrieving scientific documents, the same mathematical expression appears differently in 
different scientific documents, and the importance and retrieval order of scientific documents are also 
different. 

The frequency of mathematical expressions in scientific documents is the product of the 
frequency of mathematical expressions in the document (EF) and the inverse document frequency 
(EIDF), which is similar to TFIDF. The difference is that when the text frequency is calculated, the 
query text must be exactly the same as the text in the document before the text can be considered to 
appear once. In the process of searching for mathematical expressions, partially identical expressions 
can also be considered to appear once. For example, when MEQ  is U IR , the appearance of U IR  

or U
I

R
  in a scientific document can be counted as one occurrence of the mathematical expression. 

The frequency of occurrence of mathematical expression QME   refers to S y m b o lS im   and SubSim   to 

calculate. 
The frequency of expressions is related to the total number of mathematical expressions in the 

scientific document. The more expressions contained in the scientific document, the smaller the value 
of EF. The calculation method of EF is shown in Eq (6). 

ROUND( ) ROUND( ) NUM( .exp .exp)

1

1
symbol sub symbol sub

num

Sim Sim Sim Sim

Doc

EF

e

  





              (6) 

where numD oc   refers to the total number of mathematical expressions in the scientific document. 

ROUND()  refers to the rounding function with 0.5 as the demarcation point, and a value greater than 

0.5 is recorded as 1; otherwise. it is 0. symbol.expSim  refers to the expression corresponding to symbolSim . 
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NUM () calculates the number of the same expressions recalled by symbolSim  and s u bS im . 

The calculation of EIDF requires the number of occurrences of MEQ   in the dataset. If MEQ  

appears multiple times in different scientific documents, its importance will decrease accordingly. The 
calculation method of the EIDF is shown in Eq (7). 

N
log

IN C LU D E ( ) 1
EID F

exp

 
   

                           (7) 

where N refers to the total number of scientific documents in the data set, INCLUDE( )exp  refers to 
the number of scientific documents containing exp. The specific calculation of INCLUDE( )exp  is 

shown in Eq (8). 

1          ROUND(Sim ) ROUND(Sim )=1
INCLUDE(exp)

0          ROUND(Sim ) ROUND(Sim )=0
symbol sub

symbol sub


 

             (8) 

Finally, the calculation method of the frequency of mathematical expressions in scientific 
documents is shown in Eq (9). 

freSim EF EIDF                                   (9) 

4. Multi-attribute integration of scientific documents 

The LR (logistic regression) model is based on linear regression plus sigmoid function (non-linear) 
mapping. It is shown as Eq (10). 

  1

1
T x

h x
e

 



                              (10) 

where T x  is the input of the sigmoid, and   and x are both matrices.  is the linear regression 
parameter. T refers to the transpose of matrix. x refers to the feature of the input. 

The LR model has a simple structure and fast running speed, but the learning ability and 
expression ability of the LR model are very limited. A large amount of feature engineering is required 
for feature dispersion and feature combination to increase the learning ability of the model. Therefore, 
an approach is needed for automatically discovering effective features and feature combinations and 
shortening the LR feature experiment cycle. The GBDT model can automatically discover features and 
carry out effective feature combinations. 

GBDT (gradient boosting decision tree) [25−28] is a boosted tree model based on the CART 
regression tree model. In the process of generating each tree, the residual of the previous tree is 
calculated. The next tree is fitted on the basis of the residuals so that the residuals obtained on the next 
tree decrease. It is shown in Eq (11). 

1

( ) T( ; )
CTM

CTM m
m

f x x 


                                   (11) 

where T ( ; )mx    refers to the CART regression tree, m   refers to the parameters of CART, CTM 

refers to the number of CART. 
The GBDT model construction algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. 
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Algorithm 4 GBDT 

INPUT       1 1 2 2, , , ,..., ,N NT x y x y x y    // Training dataset 

OUTPUT ( )CTMf x  

1 0 ( ) 0f x    // Initialization 

2 2( , ( )) ( ( ))Ly f x y f x    // Define loss function 

3 for m in (1, CTM): 

4 
  

1( ) ( )

,

( )
m

i i
mi

i f x f x

L y f x
r

f x


 
  

  
// The gradient of the i-th sample on the m-th tree 

5 , 1,2,...,mjR j J   // The leaf node area of the m-th tree 

6  1argmin , ( )
i mj

mj c i m ix R
c L y f x c

      // Best fit value for leaf area j 

7    1 1

J

m m mjj
f x f x c I 

       

8 RETURN   
1 1

CTM J

CTM mjm j
f x c I

 
   

9 END 

In this study, a GBDT + LR model is used. The five attributes MESY, MESF, MECT, SDKY and 
FOME are selected. GBDT can automatically combine and discretize features. After the decision tree 
is established, the path from the root node to each leaf node is a combination of different features. Each 
leaf node represents a unique combination of features. After the combination is completed, it is 
transferred to the LR model for secondary training. 

As shown in Figure 2, 1Tree  and 2Tree  are two GBDT trees. Symbolsim , Subsim , CTsim , math_fresim  and 

W o rs im  are represented by S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 in the figure respectively. 

 

Figure 2. GBDT model diagram. 

The sample Tx  is judged by two tree nodes and belongs to different leaf nodes of the two trees. 
The leaf nodes of the two trees are coded. The leaf nodes to which sample Tx  belongs are marked as 
1, and the others are marked as 0. The leaf node codes of the two trees are connected in series to form 
a seven-dimensional sample (1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0). 
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Each Tx  will go through multiple GBDT trees to recombine features. For GBDT trees, the path from 
the root node of the tree to the leaf nodes is a combination of different features. Therefore, the leaf node 
can uniquely represent this path. The leaf node is input into the LR model as a discrete feature for training. 

 

Figure 3. GBDT + LR system flow chart. 

In the final prediction, the input sample will pass through each tree of GBDT to obtain a discrete 
feature (a set of feature combinations) corresponding to a certain leaf node. Then, the feature is passed 
into LR in one-hot form for linear weighted prediction. The final similarity SIM calculation result is 
obtained. Figure 3 shows the specific flow chart. For the LR model, the L2 penalty term is used, and 
the value of the inverse of regularization strength is 0.05. For the GBDT model, the metric is 
“binary_logloss”, num_leaves is 32, num_trees' is 60 and the learning_rate is 0.005. 

5. Experimental results and analysis 

5.1.  Experimental data and environment 

The dataset used in the experiment is “MathTagArticles” in NTCIR-
12_MathIR_Wikipedia_Corpus, which includes 31742 scientific documents. The “MathTagArticles” 
includes 16 archive files (they are coded as wpmath0000001-wpmath0000016)，and each archive file 
contains about 2000 scientific documents. In this study, the hold-out method is used: 
“wpmath0000001-wpmath0000008” are used for training, “wpmath0000008-wpmath0000012” are 
used for verification, “wpmath0000013-wpmath0000016” are used for testing. Table 5 shows the 
experimental environment. 
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Table 5. Experimental environment. 

Experimental environment Configuration 

Processor Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4215 CPU @ 2.50GHz 

RAM 32GB 

Operating system Linux 

Graphics card GeForce RTX 2080 

Video memory 8G 

Python version 3.6 

TensorFlow version 1.14.0 

5.2. Evaluation protocol 

5.2.1. Relevance ratings 

The evaluators are five mathematics graduate students who are familiar with mathematical 
expressions and scientific documents. For each set of queries, the top 10 results are selected for 
evaluation. The evaluation indicators are relevant, partially relevant and not relevant. Among them, 
relevant ones are marked as 2, partially relevant ones are marked as 1, and not relevant ones are marked 
as 0. The results of the same query will be marked separately by five evaluators. Different evaluators 
should not mark the same retrieval result too differently. For example, for the same search result, when 
some commenters are marked as 2, other commenters can mark 1 or 2, but cannot mark 0. So, another 
labeling rule is set: for the same result, the difference between the scores of different evaluators should 
be less than or equal to 1. If it is greater than 1, the marks are invalid. 

Finally, the results of the five evaluators are summarized. The reviewer’s score is converted to a 
comprehensive score in Table 6. Based on the principle of obedience to the majority, a total score 
greater than 7 is considered relevant, a total score greater than 2 is considered partially relevant, 
otherwise it is not relevant. In the subsequent evaluation of results, if the evaluation metrics only 
require relevant and not relevant, the partial relevant will default to relevant. 

Table 6. Relevance assessment. 

Assessment Individual Combined 

Relevant 2 8−10 

Partially Relevant 1 3−7 

Not Relevant 0 0−2 

5.2.2. Test case 

This study conducts a large number of experiments on different types of mathematical expressions 
and related texts. Twenty representative query expressions and texts are selected by evaluators for 
statistical experiments. Queries are based on the actual situation of the mathematics set, integrating the 
different structures of mathematical expressions and the different fields involved in scientific and 
technological documents. Table 7 provides the query expressions and text. 
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Table 7. 20 queries in system experiment. 

NO. Expression Text NO. Expression Text 

1 2 4b ac  discriminant 11 21

2
mv  theorem of kinetic energy

2 2 2sin cos   
trigonometric 

function 
12      

(n)
0

0
0 !

n

n

f x
f x x x

n





   Taylor function 

3 
a

b
 proportion 13    2 2 2x a y b r     round 

4 sin  sine function 14 U IR  Ohm law 

5 2y 2 x  parabola 15 2 2 2a b c   Pythagorean theorem 

6 24S R  surface area 16 
 
 1

( | )

( | )

i i
n

j jj

P B P A B

P B P A B
 Bayes 

7 2q   17 
4

2
1

1
2

i ir
  Descartes theorem 

8 2E mc  mass energy 18 '( ) ( ) ( )( )f b f a f b a    Lagrange 

9 ( 2 ) ( )f x f x     19 
1

lim(1 )n

n n
  limit theorem 

10  1 1na a n d    
arithmetic 

sequence 
20 

2

2

( )

21

2

x

e









 normal distribution 

5.3. System experiment 

Precision represents the accuracy rate and refers to the proportion of related documents in all the 
query documents in the returned results of the query. The calculation formula is shown in Eq (12). 

tp

tp fp

precision
SR

SR SR



                               (12) 

where tpS R  refers to the number of Query-related documents in the query result. tpS R  refers to the 
number of documents irrelevant to the Query in the query result. 

Reciprocal rank (RR) is the reciprocal of the ranking of the first related document in the retrieved 
results. MRR is the average of the reciprocal rankings of multiple queries, and the calculation method 
is shown in Eq (13). 

1

1 1
M R R

rank ( )

k

ik i

                                  (13) 

where rank( )i  refers to the ranking of the first related document for the i-th query. 

Table 8 shows the values of P@3, P@5, P@10, and MRR for the 20 queries in Table 6, and Figure 
4 shows the values of P@3, P@5 and P@10 for the 20 queries in Table 7. 

Figure 4 shows that the P@3 of some queries can reach 100%. However, the precision of some queries 
is low, which is related to the fact that there are fewer scientific documents matching it in the dataset. 

Table 8. Average of precision and average of MRR. 

Evaluation indicator P@3 P@5 P@10 MRR 

Average 0.81 0.76 0.58 0.87 
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Figure 4. Precision value of different queries. 

5.4. Ablation experiment 

Average precision considers the position factor on the basis of precision. It is more sensitive to 
the position of sorting. The calculation method is shown in Eq (14). 

1
A P

p o s( )

r

i

i

r i
                                 (14) 

where r refers to the total number of related documents, pos( )i  refers to the position of the i-th related 
document in the retrieved results. 

NDCG is the normalized loss cumulative gain. The calculation method of DCG (discounted 
cumulative gain) is shown in Eq (15). 

1 2

D C G @
log ( 1)

k
i

i

rel
k

i


                            (15) 

where ir e l  refers to the relevance of the i-th document. There are three levels of relevance: good, 

fair and bad. They are assigned scores of 3, 2 and 1. 
In an ideal state, according to the order of relevance from largest to smallest, the case where DCG 

takes the maximum value is IDCG. 

1 2

IDCG @
log ( 1)

REL
i

i

rel
k

i


                            (16) 

where REL refers to the sorting situation of the documents in the ideal state, and k refers to the 
collection of the first k documents. 

NDCG uses IDCG to normalize the evaluation indicators. 

D C G @
nD C G @

ID C G @

k
k

k
                             (17) 

The similarities of the five attributes of scientific documents are calculated separately, they are 
MESY, MESF, MECT, SDKY and FOME. In order to verify the role of each attribute in the experiment, 
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an ablation experiment was carried out in this study. One of the five attributes is removed in turn, and 
the remaining four attributes are input into GBDT and LR for training, then five models are obtained. 
Experiments with these five models are compared with the original model, and the results obtained are 
shown in the Figure 5. In Figure 5, model A represents MESF + MECT + SDKY + FOME, model B 
represents MESY + MECT + SDKY + FOME, model C represents MESY + MESF + SDKY + FOME, 
model D represents MESY + MESF + MECT + FOME, model E represents MESY + MESF + MECT + 
SDKY, and the model F represents MESY + MESF + MECT + SDKY + FOME. 

 

Figure 5. Results of ablation experiments. 

As shown in Figure 5, the MESY attribute affects the precision of the model. There are fewer 
relevant results retrieved, and the less relevant results are ranked relatively higher, so the MAP and 
nDCG of model A will be slightly higher. MESF also affects the precision of the model, but has little 
effect on the ranking. The two attributes of MECT and FOME have little effect on precision, but they 
will affect the ranking of results. The SDKY attribute will get more relevant results and affects the 
ordering of the model to some extent. 

5.5. Comparative experiment 

Figures 6 and 7 show the comparison results of the algorithm in this study with Tangent-CFT [4] 
and MIaS [3], MIaS system is an open-source system. The Tangent-CFT model was reproduced 
experimentally. Table 9 gives the average comparisons of MAP and NDCG. Tangent-CFT [4] is a 
mathematical expression embedding model realized by word2Vec, that can achieve precise matching of 
mathematical expression structure. To locate a scientific document according to a mathematical 
expression, the retrieval of "mathematical expression-scientific document"(scientific document pairs 
corresponding to mathematical expressions) is realized. MIaS [3] is an open search engine for 
mathematical expressions. It can also retrieve corresponding scientific and technological documents 
based on the similarity of mathematical expressions. The system builds an XML tree through the 
structure of mathematical expressions to retrieve query expressions and expressions with query 
expressions as sub-expressions. 
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Figure 6. MAP comparison of different algorithms. 

 

Figure 7. nDCG comparison of different algorithms. 

Table 9. Comparison of the average MAP and NDCG of different algorithms. 

Algorithms Ours Tangent-CFT MIaS 

MAP 0.8192 0.7805 0.7570 

nDCG 0.8605 0.8300 0.8100 

6. Conclusions 

This study proposes a multi-attribute retrieval and ranking model based on GBDT + LR to solve 
the problem of poor integration of mathematical expressions and relevant texts in scientific document 
retrieval. This method combines the five attributes MESY, MESF, MECT, SDKY and FOME. GBDT 
is used to reorganize the features, and LR trains the reorganized features. Finally, the similarity of the 
final scientific documents is obtained and sorted. 

Future research is expected to complete the semantic retrieval of expression symbols based on 
the context of expressions. Meanwhile, in terms of semantics, it is better to effectively integrate 
expressions and text. When sorting the final scientific documents, the attributes of the scientific 
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documents themselves should be considered, such as, publication year and citation frequency. This can 
improve the rationality and effectiveness of the final scientific document sorting. 
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